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Learning Values:  

Harmonious

Nurturing           

Science  - ‘Deep into my lunch box and beyond’

Describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for 

survival (water, food and air). Describe the importance of 

exercise, healthy diet, and hygiene.

Scientific skills: observing, collect and record data  and 

analysing.

Reading: The Emperors Egg - Martin Jenkins, Caterpillar 

Butterfly - Vivian French, Once we were Giants - Martin 

Waddle, Big Blue Whale - Nicola Davies

Links: PE—keeping healthy/ RRS—Article 24

Key questions: 

How do humans keep healthy? What is hygiene 
important?

English — Where on Earth are we?

Texts:  - The Lonely Beast—Chris Judge

Speaking and Listening - Develop ability to discuss 
views and opinions with peers. 

Reading – Developing a love of reading, fluency and 
comprehension through daily RWI phonics sessions, 
sharing whole class texts, comprehension lessons, 
group guided reading and individual reading.

Writing - Writing detailed character descriptions, 
newspaper reports, persuasive letters and writing in 
role as a character based on The Lonely Beast. 
Continue to develop and show correct punctuation, 
including capital letters, full stops, question or 
exclamation marks. Continuing to use expanded noun 
phrases to describe and specify, e.g. adjectives to 
describe nouns. Using conjunctions (but, and, because) 
to join simple sentences. Can spell most common 
exception words. Write effectively and coherently for 
different purposes. Form letters correctly by learning 
the two basic letter joins –

Key Questions: 

What are the features of a fiction text? What do you 
need to include in a report? 

Curriculum links: Geography - cities and towns.

Multiplication and Division - Children will continue to look at 

multiplication and division methods and skills.

Statistics - collecting and analysing data in different formats - 

charts, graphs, pictogams.

Length and Height - measure lengths and read different scales, 

make comparisons between lengths and heights.

Properties of shape - identify and describe different 2D and 3D 

shapes, understanding the language edges, faces, vertices and 

corners.

Key questions: - How many edges can

 you count on a cylinder? How many cm

 long is the pencil?

DT 

 Chn will design a pouch/bag for the ‘Lonely Beast’ to use on his 

travels. Chn will design, make and evaluate their designs.

Skills: functional design, mock ups, cutting/ joining/finishing. 

Various materials.  

Links: Geography/ English 

Key question: 

What can we use this pouch/bag for? 

How can we make the pouch/bag stronger?Extended Writing 

Newspaper report - children will  write a newspaper report - interview key characters from The Lonely Beast.



Geography: Where on Earth are we?

Texts: The Lonely Beast Geography skills:  map reading/ compass directions/ analysing and interpreting

Children will resist their work in Year 1 on countries of the UK and surrounding seas. They will develop their locational knowledge, learn how to use an atlas to locate the World’s continents and oceans. The children will then further their learning through understanding the Northern Hemisphere, the Southern Hemisphere and hot and cold countries. The children will learn about climates and the animals that live in cold and warm climates. The children will revisit the terms North, South, East and West and how this relates to the Earth.

 Key Questions: - How many continents are there? What are the names of the continents? What are the 5 Oceans of the World? What are they called? Where are they?

Curriculum links: - Local visit to the park/ PSHE - Exploring different countries and ways of living 

R.E. How can humanism help us to care for one 
another? 

What is Humanism? What do Humanists believe are 
the elements of a good society? Children will learn 
what the principal ethical attitudes and behaviours of 
Humanism are. 

 Key question: How can we show Humanist values in 

our everyday lives?

P.E.

FUNS Unit 4 - Balancing and Coordination using ball 

skills and partner floor work. Chn will begin to create 

their own ‘Games’ making links to new skills.

Curriculum links: Science - Human body/ Music - chn will 

respond to differently to a variety of tasks to music.

Key questions: - Why is warming up important in keeping 

our bodies safe?

Curriculum links: RRS—Article 6

Computing - Digital Literacy - We will: begin to 

understand how search engines work; try using 

1-2 search engines to research a topic using key 

words; find and record information about a topic on 

a webpage; follow/click on links to access certain 

websites, navigate the menu and relevant buttons 

on websites; begin to understand the difference 

between and compare online and offline 

applications (ie. Microsoft, Paint, etc vs GSuite, 

my.USO, Adobe Cloud, etc). 

Key questions: - How would you use Google to 

help answer a question? How would you copy/ 

paste information from a webpage?

Spanish 

Learn names of 6 fruit and some drinks; how to say ‘I’m ho &, I’m 

cold’   

Grammar:  verb to express opinions (gustar); ‘tener = to have’ in 

1st person singular (tengo); ‘ser-to be’ in 3rd person singular (es)

Revise greetings: name, well being, age, colours, numbers to 20, 

days,months and weather words (ongoing)

Music - What makes music, music?   RRS31
● We will explore the use of GRAPHIC scores to organise musical 

ideas.

● We will interpret signs and symbols to show changes in the musical 

elements.

Key question: - How do composers help us imagine and 

feel things in their music?

P.S.H.E. 

Living in the Wider World - what can humans do to 

keep their world safe and healthy for today and the 

future?

What similarities do all children have across the world? 

Why is sustainability a key issue today?

Rights Respecting  Article 8: Children have a right to 

an identity that is their own. Article 24: the right to 

have information on how to stay safe and healthy.

Curriculum links: Science—keeping healthy/ 

English—The Lonely Beast.


